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Alex Jones Set To Face 2nd Sandy Hook Trial After
$49M Loss
By Cara Salvatore

Law360 (September 12, 2022, 10:29 AM EDT) -- After a $49.3 million defamation verdict in Texas,
Alex Jones and his embattled defense team will once again face trial Tuesday over his false claims
about the Sandy Hook Elementary School massacre in a case experts say showcases courts' unique
role in setting lies straight.

 
A jury in Connecticut state court will decide how much Jones and Infowars — or Free Speech
Systems LLC — owe for allegedly encouraging the harassment and stalking of eight families of first-
graders, a school psychologist, a 27-year-old teacher, and the school principal killed in the Dec. 14,
2012, massacre in Newtown, as well as a first responder shown in famous images of the aftermath.

A total of 20 students and six educators were murdered, as was the mother of the shooter, killed at
home before he traveled to the school.

 
Jones took to mass media to declare the mass shooting "a hologram" and "'the fakest thing since the
three-dollar bill,' 'staged' to take away [his audience's] guns," the Connecticut families have said in
filings. Insisting the families faked their own relatives' deaths, "he urged the audience to
'investigate,' knowing his audience would respond by cyberstalking, harassing, and threatening the
plaintiffs," the families said.

 
The court previously found Jones liable by default as a last resort after he refused to participate
meaningfully in the discovery process, leaving only the question of damages in the trial, which is
expected to last four to six weeks, according to a court spokesperson.

 
The families have been explicit that their goal is to reinforce the truth. "There is no constitutional
value in false statements of fact," they said in complaints, quoting the U.S. Supreme Court's 1974
decision Gertz v. Robert Welch.

 
Defamation lawyer Heather Heidelbaugh of Leech Tishman Fuscaldo & Lampl LLC said that combating
the spread of the lie is an animating goal in a suit like this. Jones likely doesn't have the funds to pay
judgments that are piling up — and Free Speech Systems filed for bankruptcy in late July — but
righteousness is a driving force here, she said.

 
"What these families want is they don't want this lie to become a perceived truth in the culture,"
Heidelbaugh said. "They are using this and the awesome power of federal and state courts to unearth
the truth."

 
Sandy Hook was a topic Jones returned to again and again on his show. He plugged a conspiracy-
theory website run by another man, posted a YouTube video in 2015 about a "MEGA MASSIVE COVER
UP" and hosted various guests and callers questioning the event over the years.

 
The effects were severe, according to the families. They say a Florida woman influenced by Infowars
made four death threats to a Sandy Hook father and was sentenced to prison in 2017.

 
Some families have had to move to get away from the barrage they say was brought on by Jones
and associates, and people with cameras have repeatedly stalked them, they said.

 
Despite the lack of discovery, Jones' counsel is facing possible disciplinary action over discovery
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mistakes. Norm Pattis of Pattis & Smith LLC allegedly released confidential information, including
medical records, about Sandy Hook families to unauthorized parties. He has pled the Fifth
Amendment in a hearing in connection with that.

It is not clear whether or to what extent these issues will be detailed in trial or in jury instructions.

The original claims in the suit also included invasion of privacy by false light, intentional infliction of
emotional distress, and state unfair trade practices. It was not immediately clear whether all causes
of action remain, as the court sealed the docket weeks before trial. Inquiries about the damages
requested were not immediately returned.

Representatives for Jones and Pattis were not immediately available for comment.

In Texas, a previous jury responded strongly to defamation claims by a different set of victim
families. After Jones was also found liable before trial there, a jury awarded $4.1 million in
compensatory damages and $45.2 million in punitive damages to those families.

During the Texas trial, Jones' legal team made the rare error of turning over his cell phone records
by accident, and then failing to claw them back, a mistake that some legal observers said could have
been avoided or fixed.

Connecticut courts have already had a chance to rule on First Amendment issues in the case, and
established that Jones' speech rights are not unlimited. The Connecticut Supreme Court found that
the trial court did not violate Jones' free speech rights in sanctioning him for threatening opposing
counsel in a radio broadcast ahead of a court hearing, and for repeatedly flouting discovery orders.
The U.S. Supreme Court refused in April 2021 to take up Jones' challenge of the sanctions.

"The First Amendment has never protected demonstrably false, malicious statements," the families
said in their complaints. "The marketplace of ideas that the First Amendment was meant to protect
cannot function properly without accountability for reprehensible conduct."

Jones has been banned from numerous platforms, including YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. But that
has not stopped him from maintaining acolytes.

"It's ironic that we have more availability of the media and information than at any time in human
existence, yet we seem to be unable to gather an agreed set of facts," Heidelbaugh said. "How do
you stop a lie from permeating in the culture? Sue people who lie."

The plaintiffs are represented by Christopher Mattei of Koskoff Koskoff & Bieder PC.

Jones and Infowars are represented by Norman Pattis of Pattis & Smith LLC.

The cases are Lafferty et al. v. Jones et al., case number UWY-CV18-6046436, Sherlach v. Jones et
al., case numbers UWY-CV18-6046437 and UWY-CV18-6046438, in the Connecticut Superior Court,
Waterbury Judicial District.

--Additional reporting by Christine DeRosa, Andrew Strickler, Y. Peter Kang and Marco Poggio. Editing
by Alyssa Miller.
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